
Hidden Battles of the Heart                                                          11-19-23                                                                    

Part  6                                                  Today’s Scripture is  James 3:13-18 
                                                                            

Disagree UNagreeably 
 

Today, each person’s opinion is so _____________, that if someone 
disagrees, they’re immediately considered an _______________. 

 

God doesn’t work that way.  
His people are not to _______________ this way. 

We cannot respond well without God’s Wisdom. 
 

~  Many say, I’m not that bad!  ~ 
 

The heart is more deceitful than all else 
and is desperately sick;  Who can understand it? 

Jeremiah 17:9  NASB  
 
 

The Enemy Mindset is alive when . . . 
 

our D__________ [to be right] disregards   (Envy 2x) 

maintaining the R______________.   
 

…  they are dragged away by their own evil desire and enticed. 
Then, after desire has conceived, it gives birth to sin; and sin, 
when it is full-grown, gives birth to death.              James 1:14-15 

 
Desires can Make Messes! 
Prov. 11:6   Mark 4:19   1 Timothy 6:9   James 4:1   1 Peter 2:11  Jude 16 & 18 

 
…  we do not wage war as the world does. …  we take captive every 
thought to make it obedient to Christ.   2 Cor. 10: 3 & 5 

 

A Healthy Mindset is being Peace-loving. 

Not prone to Arguing or C__________________. 
 

Do everything without grumbling or arguing, 15 so that you may 
become blameless and pure, “children of God without fault in a 
warped and crooked generation.   Then you will shine among them 
like stars in the sky                                                     Philippians 2:14-16 

The Enemy Mindset is alive when . . . 
 

our D__________ disregards             (Ambition 2x) 

R______________ they’re valuable.  
 

but glory, honor and peace for everyone who does good: first for 
the Jew,  then for the Gentile.   For God does  not show favoritism.  

Romans 2:10-11  (Gen. 1:26-27) 
 

A Healthy Mindset is being Considerate. 

Not prone to Shaming or C__________________. 
 

Be devoted to one another in love. Honor one another above 
yourselves.                                                                 Romans 12:10 

 

The Enemy Mindset is alive when . . . 
 

our D__________ [to win] disregards         (Bitter) 

R______________ God’s love.  
 

 Instead, speaking the truth in love, we will grow to become in 
every respect the mature body of Him who is the head, that is, 
Christ.                                                                      Ephesians 4:15 
 

A Healthy Mindset is Submissive. 

being C__________________ 
 

 
Bear with each other and forgive one another  … And over all 
these virtues put on love, which binds them all together in perfect 

unity.  Let the peace of Christ rule in your hearts, . . . 
And be thankful.                                            Colossians 3:13-15 

 
Two Optional Readings:       Focusing on Wisdom         (14 Chapters)   

 

Prov. 1-4, 8 & 9     Eccl.  7  & 9     1 Cor.  1 & 2    
Eph.  5    Col. 2       James  1 & 3  

 

Thanksgiving                                                                          (15 Chapters)   
 

Psalm   28, 30, 34, 57, 86, 89, 92, 95, 100,  
103,  107, 111, 118, 136, 138  


